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Complex magnetism of single-crystalline
AlCoCrFeNi nanostructured high-entropy alloy

Primo�z Ko�zelj,1,2 Andreja Jelen,1 Goran Dra�zi�c,3 Stanislav Vrtnik,1 Jo�ze Luzar,1 Magdalena Wencka,1,4

Anton Meden,5 Michael Feuerbacher,6,* and Janez Dolin�sek1,2,7,*

SUMMARY

We have investigated magnetism of the Al28Co20Cr11Fe15Ni26 single-crystalline
high-entropy alloy. The material is nanostructured, composed of a B2 matrix
with dispersed spherical-like A2 nanoparticles of average diameter 64 nm. The
magnetism was studied from 2 to 400 K via direct-current magnetization, hyster-
esis curves, alternating-current magnetic susceptibility, and thermoremanent
magnetization time decay, to determine the magnetic state that develops in
this highly structurally and chemically inhomogeneousmaterial. The results reveal
that the Cr-free B2 matrix of composition Al28Co25Fe15Ni32 forms a disordered
ferromagnetic (FM) state that undergoes an FM transition at TCz 390 K. The
Al- and Ni-free A2 nanoparticles of average composition Co19Cr56Fe25 adopt a
core-shell structure, where the shells of about 2 nm thickness are CoFe enriched.
While the shells are FM, the nanoparticle cores are asperomagnetic, classifying
into the broad class of spin glasses. Asperomagnetism develops below 15 K
and exhibits broken-ergodicity phenomena, typical of magnetically frustrated
systems.

INTRODUCTION

High-entropy alloys (HEAs) are crystalline solid solutions, composed of five or more different chemical el-

ements in near-equiatomic ratios. Single-phase solid solutions with a random distribution of chemical el-

ements on the lattice, crystallizing on simple lattices like a body-centered cubic (bcc), a face-centered cubic

(fcc), and a hexagonal close-packed (hcp), are conveniently denoted as the ‘‘first-generation’’ HEAs.1

Experimentally, such HEAs have been realized as hcp mixtures of rare earth elements from the heavy

half of the lanthanide series (from Gd to Lu, but excluding Yb) and Y2–8 and the fcc Cantor alloy CoCr-

FeMnNi.9 A much larger class of HEAs are the systems containing more than one phase, typically from

two to four, but still fewer than the maximum number allowed by the Gibb’s phase rule. These ‘‘second-

generation’’ HEAs are sometimes denoted as compositionally complex alloys (CCAs),1 and their multi-

phase structure frequently results in technologically relevant and tunable physical-mechanical properties

like high hardness and strength (due to the precipitation strengthening mechanism), a combination of

hardness and ductility (one phase is hard and the other one ductile), and a combination of magnetic soft-

ness and zero magnetostriction for supersilent alternating-current applications like a ‘‘non-humming’’ grid

transformer.10 The formation of multiphase structures originates from the interplay between the elements’

binary mixing enthalpies, atomic size differences, different electronegativities, and unequal crystal struc-

tures of pure elements.11 The phase separation is sometimes hierarchical, appearing simultaneously on

both the micrometer (1–100 mm) and the nanometer (10 to several 100 nm) scales, forming nanostructured

material. When at least one dimension is in the nanometer range, materials behave differently from the bulk

homogeneous materials and exhibit size-specific physical (magnetic and electrical) properties like super-

paramagnetism, remanence enhancement, exchange averaging of magnetic anisotropy, giant magnetore-

sistance, and granular superconductivity.12 The number of possible nanostructured HEAs is inexhaustible,

prompting to search for new multiphase HEAs with unique physical properties introduced by their

nanostructure.

An example of an HEA system that decomposes hierarchically into two phases is the Al-Co-Cr-Fe-Ni, where

the matrix structure is B2 (a chemically ordered bcc), while the structure of the inclusions is A2 (a randomly

chemically disordered bcc).13–16 The decomposition forms a multi-length-scale micro- and nanostructure,
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with the A2 inclusions sizes ranging from coarse (average size of several mm) to medium scale (from several

10 up to a few 100 nm) to fine scale (<10 nm). The actual decomposition depends sensitively on the con-

centration of the elements, the method of synthesis, and the thermal annealing conditions. Due to the

involvement of magnetic elements Co, Cr, Fe, and Ni, this hierarchically decomposed system is a nano-

structured magnetic HEA.

The micro- and nanostructure of the Al-Co-Cr-Fe-Ni system have been studied in detail for polygrain sam-

ples of nominal average composition AlCo0.5Cr0.5FeNi, prepared by the arc-melting method and annealed

at either 600�C or 1000�C,15,16 and for an as-cast sample of equiatomic composition AlCoCrFeNi, prepared

by induction melting.13 Hierarchically decomposed B2 + A2 structure on the mm to nm scales was

commonly observed in all studies, where the B2 matrix is Al-Co-Ni rich, while the A2 inclusions are Co-

Cr-Fe rich. Morphologically, the A2 inclusions appear on three quite well-separated length scales,16 (i)

coarse (average size 1–5 mm), conveniently denoted as generation 1 (A2 gen-1), (ii) medium-scale A2

gen-2 (50–150 nm), and (iii) fine-scale A2 gen-3 (<10 nm). In addition, there is an A2 shell of a few nm thick-

ness around the A2 gen-1 and A2 gen-2 inclusions at the A2–B2 interfaces, the composition of which is

CoFe rich but contains almost no Al and Cr. The complex magnetism of this highly structurally and chem-

ically heterogeneous system was investigated at a fixed temperature T = 300 K in a spatially resolved

manner with nanometric resolution by the transmission electron microscopy (TEM) methods of Fresnel

mode of Lorentz TEM and off-axis electron holography.16 It was reported that the Al-Co-Ni-rich B2 matrix

is weakly ferromagnetic (FM), while all three generations of the Co-Cr-Fe-rich A2 inclusions are strongly FM.

The strongest FM contribution was identified to come from the thin CoFe-rich A2 shells around the A2

gen-1 and A2 gen-2 inclusions. The magnetic interactions between the A2 core-shell FM particles and

the weakly FM Al-Co-Ni-rich B2 matrix could not be determined by the local TEM methods, so the bulk

magnetism of the Al-Co-Cr-Fe-Ni HEA system remains unexplored.

In this paper, we complement the previously reported TEM-detected spatially resolved local magnetism at

T = 300 K of the AlCo0.5Cr0.5FeNi (equivalent to Al25Co12.5Cr12.5Fe25Ni25, in at.%) polygrain HEA16 with a

study of the bulk magnetism in a broad temperature interval from 2 to 400 K that has developed in the

Al28Co20Cr11Fe15Ni26 single-crystalline HEA, prepared by the Czochralski method. A different synthesis

route of our material and its different chemical composition have resulted in a slightly simpler decompo-

sition into the B2 + A2 phases as compared to that reported by Lan et al.,16 yet the material shows a clear

nanostructured morphology with spherical-like A2 nanoparticles of quite uniform size with the average

diameter of 64 nm, embedded in the B2 matrix.

Material description and characterization

We were using a Czochralski monocrystal of average composition Al28Co20Cr11Fe15Ni26 (in at.%), with the

growth details given in the STAR Methods section. This was the same material as that employed in the pre-

vious TEM study of microstructure and dislocations in mechanically deformed samples.14 In the following,

we use an abbreviated notation of the material as ACCFN. The X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern shown in Fig-

ure S1 and the electron diffraction data presented in Feuerbacher14 confirm that the material is composed

of two phases, the B2 matrix and the A2 inclusions, where the unit cell parameter of both phases is a=

2.875 Å. High-resolution scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) images have shown that, in

all crystal directions, the lattice planes of the inclusions are perfectly congruent with those of the matrix

so that the lattices of the B2 and A2 phases are aligned and in perfect registry.14

The nanostructure and the local chemical compositions were determined by bright-field (BF) STEM imaging,

high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) STEM imaging, and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) point

and line analysis and elemental mapping. For the STEM investigations, a lamella of about 50 nm thickness

was prepared with the focused ion beam (FIB) technique using gallium ions. HAADF-STEM images on two

magnification scales are shown in Figures 1A and 1B, where the nanostructured morphology of a matrix with

dispersed spherical-like nanoparticles is evident. The nanoparticles’ diameters d are quite uniform, with the

average value d = 64 nm and standard deviation sd = 10 nm. The density of the A2 nanoparticles estimated

from the HAADF-STEM images is about 6 vol %. The EDS-determined composition of the A2 nanoparticles

is Al1Co18Cr54Fe24Ni3 (in at.%). By neglecting the very small Al and Ni contents, which are within the experi-

mental uncertainty of the EDS method, the chemical composition of the nanoparticles is Co19Cr56Fe25. The

composition of the B2 matrix is Al27Co24Cr4Fe14Ni31, which, by neglecting the small Cr content can be written

as Al28Co25Fe15Ni32. The B2 matrix can hence be considered roughly as Cr-free Al-Co-Fe-Ni, while the A2
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nanoparticles are Cr-rich but Al- and Ni-free Co-Cr-Fe. The EDS elemental maps shown in Figure 2A and the

elemental line profiles measured over the 100-nm path that crosses one nanoparticle (Figure 2B) confirm the

above analysis. The distribution of the Co, Cr, and Fe elements within the nanoparticles appears quite uniform.

An enrichment of the Co and Fe elements within the nanoparticles’ surface layer (at the A2–B2 interfaces) of

thickness about 2 nm can also be claimed (Figure 2C), indicating the same type of a core-shell structure of

the A2 inclusions, as reported for the composition AlCo0.5Cr0.5FeNi.16 The distribution of the elements in the

Al-Co-Fe-Ni B2 matrix is also quite uniform.

While our TEM results indicate that the distribution of elementswithin the Al-Co-Fe-Ni B2matrix and theCo-Cr-

Fe A2 nanoparticles is quite homogeneous (apart from the core-shell structure of the latter), further composi-

tional nanostructuring of the elements on the 1-nm scale within the A2 nanoparticles is likely. It has been

observed before in the equiatomic AlCoCrFeNi HEA by themore sensitive method of atomprobe tomography

(APT).13 The APT has confirmed that the four elements in the Al-Co-Fe-Ni B2 matrix are indeed distributed

quite homogeneously on the nm scale. However, the Co-Cr-Fe A2 inclusions are further nanostructured on

the 1-nm scale by decomposing into CoFe-rich and Cr-rich domains. The sizes of both types of domains are

between 2 and 5 nm. Due to the difference between the magnetic properties of iron and cobalt on one side

(their elemental metals are FM) and chromium (an antiferromagnet – AFM) on the other side, the magnetic

states of the two types of spin clusters are different. This nanoscale decomposition makes the Co-Cr-Fe A2 in-

clusions to be true nanostructuredmagnetic objects. The extremely fine-scale spinodal decomposition into the

CoFe-rich and Cr-rich phases is known to occur in the Co–Cr–Fe bulk ferromagnets17–19 and is attributed to the

miscibility gap in the Co–Cr–Fe system.20 We did not perform an APT analysis of our material, but it is reason-

able to assume that the above results also hold for our ACCFN alloy.

RESULTS

Magnetization versus temperature

The direct-current (dc) magnetization, measured in the temperature interval between 1.8 and 400 K for the

zero-field-cooled (zfc) and field-cooled (fc) protocols in low magnetic fields m0H= 0.5, 5, 10, and 100 mT, is

shown in Figure 3A (experimental details are given in the STAR Methods section). An FM-type phase tran-

sition is observed at TCz 390 K. In the lowest magnetic field of 0.5 mT, splitting of the zfc and fc magne-

tizations, Mzfc and Mfc , is observed just below TC (and expanded portion of the Mzfc and Mfc curves in the

vicinity of TC is shown in the inset of Figure 3A). Upon cooling, theMfc �Mzfc difference is roughly constant

down to about 15 K, whereas below that temperature it starts to increase strongly becauseMzfc decreases

rapidly toward zero upon T/ 0, while Mfc remains constant. This behavior is characteristic of nonergodic,

magnetically frustrated spin systems like spin glasses, where spin fluctuations slow down on cooling and

spins freeze in random directions in the absence of an external magnetic field.21,22 In an increasing mag-

netic field, the bifurcation point of the Mzfc and Mfc is shifted continuously from TC to lower temperatures

and the Mfc �Mzfc difference in the T/ 0 limit gets smaller. For the highest applied field m0H= 100 mT,

there is no longer any difference between the zfc and fc magnetizations, which perfectly overlap down to

the lowest temperature of 1.8 K. The observation of theMfc �Mzfc difference indicates that the spins in the

investigated ACCFNmaterial are coupled via the exchange interaction and form a kind of a collective mag-

netic state (with magnetic domains), very likely spatially very inhomogeneous. The external magnetic field

tends to polarize the spins into the field direction via the Zeeman interaction. A relatively low field of 100mT

Figure 1. HAADF-STEM images of the ACCFN HEA

(A and B) HAADF-STEM images of the ACCFN material on two magnification scales.
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is already strong enough for the Zeeman interaction to win over the exchange interaction, and the fragile

internal magnetic structure is destroyed.

Magnetization versus magnetic field

The magnetization versus the magnetic field, MðHÞ, curves were measured for the magnetic field sweep

m0H = G 7 T at temperatures between 400 and 1.8 K (Figure 4A). TheMðHÞ curves are FM like, with a rapid

increase in the close vicinity of H= 0, followed by a saturation plateau. Though the MðHÞ curves appear to
be simple FM at a first glance (where ‘‘simple’’ denotes a spin systemwith FM interactions only), there is one

Figure 2. STEM-EDS elemental maps and compositional line profiles of the ACCFN material

(A) STEM-EDS elemental maps of the ACCFNmaterial. The BF-STEM image of the investigated area is shown in the upper

left panel.

(B) STEM-EDS compositional line profiles of the elements, measured along a 100-nm path that crosses one nanoparticle.

The path is drawn in the BF image (left panel).

(C) STEM-EDS elemental maps of the interface region between the A2 nanoparticle and the B2 matrix. The BF-STEM

image of the investigated area is shown in the upper left panel. The location of the Cr-rich nanoparticle (NP) is best

identified in the chromium map, while the matrix (M) contains no Cr. An enrichment of the Co and Fe elements at the

nanoparticle surface in a shell of about 2 nm thickness is visible (marked by arrows in the Co and Fe maps), confirming the

core-shell structure of the nanoparticle.
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detail which reveals that the actual magnetic state contains also an asperomagnetic (ASPM) component,

characteristic of a heterogeneous spin system with mixed FM and AFM interactions, where the FM interac-

tions are dominant.23,24 In an asperomagnet, the part of theMðHÞ curve originating from the FM spin frac-

tion saturates to a horizontal plateau at high magnetic fields, while the part due to the AFM spin fraction is

linear in the magnetic field up to the highest field. The totalMðHÞ curve, which is a sum of the FM and AFM

contributions, consequently saturates at high fields to a linear, inclined line with the slope determined by

the AFM susceptibility instead to a horizontal plateau.23 TheMðHÞ curve at T = 1.8 K is presented separately

in Figure 4B, together with the theoretical fit assuming that the magnetization contains a major FM and a

minor ASPM component. The details of the fit and the origin of the ASPM component in the total magne-

tization of the ACCFN HEA are discussed in the discussion section.

The temperature-dependentMðHÞ hysteresis loops are shown in Figure 4C on an expanded field axis. The

hysteresis appears already at high temperatures just below TCz 390 K and is then practically constant

down to about 15 K, with a coercive field m0Hc = 0.9 mT. Below 15 K, the hysteresis width starts to increase

rapidly, reaching the coercive field value m0Hc = 6.6 mT at 1.8 K. The temperature-dependent coercive field

below 50 K is shown in the inset of Figure 4C.

Alternating-current magnetic susceptibility

The alternating-current (ac) magnetic susceptibility was measured in a sinusoidal magnetic field of ampli-

tude m0H0 = 0.05 mT at logarithmically spaced frequencies n= 1, 10, 100, and 1000 Hz. The real part of the

ac susceptibility c0 in the temperature range 1.8–400 K is shown in Figure 3B. Unlike the thermodynamic

magnetic phase transitions in homogeneous media, where c0 usually shows a rather sharp, frequency-inde-
pendent maximum at the transition temperature, the c0 of the ACCFN sample shows a very broad hump

with the maximum at about 100 K, which is frequency dependent, c0ðnÞ, in the entire temperature range

below TCz 390 K. Such behavior is characteristic of highly inhomogeneous magnetic materials, signaling

Figure 3. Dc and ac magnetization of the ACCFN material

(A) Temperature-dependent zero-field-cooled (Mzfc ) and field-cooled (Mfc ) magnetizations in magnetic fields m0H= 0.5,

5, 10, and 100 mT (values indicated in the graph). The inset shows an expanded portion of the Mzfc and Mfc curves in the

vicinity of TCz 390 K in the lowest magnetic field of 0.5 mT.

(B) Temperature-dependent real part of the ac susceptibility c0 at logarithmically spaced frequencies n= 1, 10, 100, and

1000 Hz (values indicated in the graph).

(C) Frequency-dependent c0 in the high-temperature range 330–400 K around TCz 390 K.

(D) c0 in the low-temperature range 1.8–30 K (measured at additional frequencies, nine altogether).
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nonergodicity of at least a fraction of the spin system, where the coupled spins are unable to follow the

driving ac field instantaneously.22 The frequency-dependent c0 in the high-temperature range 330–400 K

around the TC is shown in Figure 3C, while c0 in the low-temperature range 1.8–30 K (measured at additional

frequencies, nine altogether) is presented in Figure 3D. The rapid decrease of c0 below 15 K upon cooling

and the fact that the magnitude of c0 decreases there continuously with increasing frequency can be inter-

preted as a continuous freeze-out of spin fluctuations of a fraction of spins in the system, characterized by a

broad distribution of fluctuation times, as typical for a nonergodic magnetically frustrated system.22

zfc and fc hysteresis curves

In a highly inhomogeneous magnetic system with mixed FM and AFM exchange interactions, where the FM

interactions largely dominate, there exists a possibility of formation of spatially localized FM-typemagnetic

clusters with very large effective magnetic moments of order 20–20,000 Bohr magnetons mB. For interacting

clusters, such state is known as a mictomagnetic state or a cluster glass,25 whereas noninteracting clusters

would form a superparamagnetic state. In a mictomagnet at sufficiently low temperatures and in zero mag-

netic field, the clusters freeze continuously with random orientations in a manner analogous to the spin-

glass freezing, making the frustrated spin system nonergodic on the experimental observation timescale.

The mictomagnetic state is best probed experimentally by performing measurements of the MðHÞ hyster-
esis curves for the zfc and fc protocols. Cooled in a zero magnetic field to the measurement temperature

(the zfc protocol) and then performing the field sweep, the MðHÞ curve shows low remanence and coer-

civity, while cooled in a field (the fc protocol), the remanence is much larger and the hysteresis loop is

shifted in the direction opposite to the magnetic field, an effect similar to the exchange bias observed

in magnetic multilayer structures and magnetic nanoparticles.25 The shift of the hysteresis loop in the fc

experiment is a consequence of the collective alignment of cluster moments by the external magnetic field

into a giant super-moment, which then produces the displacement field.

Figure 4. Magnetization versus magnetic field curves of the ACCFN material

(A) Magnetization versus magnetic field, MðHÞ, curves at temperatures between 400 and 1.8 K (values indicated in the

graph).

(B) MðHÞ curve at T = 1.8 K with theoretical fit M =MFM +MAFM =M0LðxÞ+m0kH (black solid curve), described in the text.

The dashed red curve (denoted by L) shows the FM component M0LðxÞ of the fit.

(C) Temperature-dependent MðHÞ hysteresis loops on an expanded field axis. The inset shows the temperature-

dependent coercive field below 50 K.

(D) Zfc and fcMðHÞ curves at T = 6 K zoomed on the field axis to show the hysteretic region. The sample was cooled from

400 K in zero field (the zfc protocol) and in a 7-T field (the fc protocol), and then a field sweep ofG7 T was performed. The

two curves are indistinguishable on the graph.
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In order to check for the possibility of a mictomagnetic state (a cluster glass) in the ACCFN HEA, we have

performedmeasurements of theMðHÞ curves for the zfc and fc protocols, by cooling the sample from 400 K

either in zero field or in a 7-T field to the measurement temperature T = 6 K and then performing the field

sweep of G7 T. The zfc and fc MðHÞ curves, zoomed on the field axis to show clearly the hysteretic region,

are displayed in Figure 4D. The two curves perfectly overlap, with no change in the hysteresis width and no

shift on the field axis of the fc curve with respect to the zfc one. This result excludes the possibility of a mic-

tomagnetic state in the ACCFN HEA, despite its highly inhomogeneous structure and concentrated

amounts of the magnetic elements Co, Cr, Fe, and Ni.

Thermoremanent magnetization time decay

Remanent magnetization is the magnetization that persists in a magnetic material after the external mag-

netic field is removed. For the characterization of inhomogeneous collective magnetic states, a conve-

nient quantity is the thermoremanent magnetization (TRM), which is obtained by continuously cooling

the spin system in a magnetic field Hfc from the paramagnetic phase to the measurement temperature

Tm somewhere within the collective state, where the cooling is stopped and the spin system is let to

age isothermally in Hfc for a ‘‘waiting’’ (aging) time tw of the order of minutes to hours. After tw , the field

is suddenly cut to zero and the TRM time decay is monitored for macroscopic times up to several hours.

The magnitude of the TRM and the speed of its time decay generally depend on the measurement

temperature Tm, the cooling field Hfc (which should be low enough not to destroy the internal magnetic

structure), and the waiting time tw , and this dependence helps to unravel the nature of the nontrivial

collective spin state. In magnetically frustrated systems (spin glasses, geometrically frustrated spin lat-

tices, magnetic nanoparticles, .), the TRM time decay is logarithmically slow, by further slowing down

with decreasing Tm and increasing tw , while the TRM amplitude increases with decreasing Tm and de-

creases with increasing Hfc . Such behavior is interpreted as a slow approach of a nonergodic spin system

toward thermal equilibrium with zero magnetization, but the equilibrium can never be reached on the

experimental timescale due to the broad distribution of spin fluctuation times that extend over many or-

ders of magnitude.26–33 For a ferromagnet with substantial coercivity, the TRM is practically frozen (con-

stant) in time and its time decay is unobservable in this type of experiment because the spin order within

the FM domains is rigid due to strong coupling of the spins, while reorientations of the domains with

large effective magnetic moments via thermal fluctuations to demagnetize the material are unlikely to

happen.

The TRM-decay experiments in theACCFNHEAwere performed by always starting the continuous cooling run

at 400 K (in the paramagnetic phase) through TC to different measurement temperatures Tm between 200 and

5 K. The chosen magnetic field m0Hc = 0.5 mT was low enough to ensure preservation of the fragile internal

magnetic structure. At each Tm, the aging time of tw = 1 h was employedprior to cutting the field to zero (which

was accomplished in about 10 s) and the TRM decay was then monitored for a time of 3 h. The resulting TRM

decays, normalized to themagnetization value just before cutting the field to zero,MTRMðtÞ=Mfc , are shown on

a logarithmic timescale in Figure 5A, where the following observations are evident. The TRM amplitude

MTRMð0Þ=Mfc increases upon lowering the Tm continuously in the entire investigated temperature range, where

the increase becomes particularly strong below 15 K. In the ‘‘high-temperature’’ range Tm> 15 K, the TRM

practically does not decay with time (it is constant) within the observation time window of 3 h. In the ‘‘low-tem-

perature’’ range Tm< 15 K, a weak TRM decay is clearly observable (see the curves at Tm = 8, 7, and 6 K in Fig-

ure 5A), where the decay further slows down upon lowering the Tm and becomes again almost unobservable at

Tm = 5 K. This indicates that, below 15 K, there is a (presumably small) fraction of spins in the ACCFN material

that behave more like spin glass and their respective TRM part is decaying faster with time after Hfc/ 0, in

addition to the majority spin fraction whose TRM part is FM-like and remains frozen (constant in time)

during the observation time window of 3 h. The origin of the two types of spin fractions will be discussed in

the discussion section.

DISCUSSION

We first discuss the difference between the disordered FM state and the ASPM state, both of which coexist in

the investigated ACCFN material. The Al-Co-Cr-Fe-Ni HEA is a magnetically concentrated system, with a dis-

tribution of four different types of 3dmagnetic moments on the lattice sites. In the electrically conducting envi-

ronment, themoments are coupled via the indirect exchange interaction. TheCo, Fe, andNi elements are FMas

elemental metals, suggesting that the pairs of like neighbors (Co–Co, Fe–Fe, and Ni–Ni) in the Al-Co-Cr-Fe-Ni

HEA show preference for a parallel (FM) spin alignment. The Cr elemental metal, on the other hand, is
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antiferromagnetic, so that the spins of the Cr–Cr like pairs align antiparallel (AFM). Ab initio calculations for the

Cantor alloy CoCrFeMnNi have predicted that the pairs of unlike FM neighbors Co–Fe, Co–Ni, and Fe–Ni also

favor parallel (FM) spin alignment, while the unlike pairs of Cr with the Co, Fe, and Ni have the spins aligned

antiparallel (AFM).34–38 Adopting those results to our ACCFN material, the Cr-free B2 matrix with composition

Al28Co25Fe15Ni32 represents a system with FM interactions only, while the Cr-rich A2 nanoparticles of compo-

sition Co19Cr56Fe25 possess mixed FM and AFM interactions.

In a topologically distorted and chemically disordered HEA lattice, there is an enormous number of

different local chemical environments and bond lengths, resulting in continuous distributions of the ex-

change interactions PðJ Þ, magnetic anisotropy PðDÞ, and dipolar magnetic fields PðHdÞ. For chemically

disordered alloys containing 3d magnetic moments, it is well established that random local magnetic

anisotropy is generally too weak to pin the magnetization direction at the atomic scale.23 Such alloys are

exchange dominated, where the type of magnetic ordering is predominantly determined by the type of

the PðJ Þ distribution. It is reasonable to assume that PðJ Þ can be modeled as a continuous and symmetric

bell-like distribution in the J -space. For a system with FM interactions only, the PðJ Þ distribution extends

entirely on the positive J> 0 axis (Figure 5B), which defines the disordered FM state.23 In such a state, there

is a multitude of FM-ordered spin domains of different sizes with distributed effective magnetic moments.

In contrast, for a system with mixed FM/AFM interactions, where the FM interactions are dominant, the

PðJ Þ distribution extends on both J>0 (FM coupling) and J<0 (AFM coupling) sides of the J axis, but

the average exchange interaction is biased toward a net positive value, J>0 (Figure 5C). This is by defini-

tion an ASPM state,23 in which there exists a distribution of spatially localized FM and AFM spin domains,

with the FM ones in majority.

Since out of the four magnetic elements present in the ACCFN material, the Al-Co-Fe-Ni B2 matrix (of the

volume fraction about 94%) contains only the three FM elements Co, Fe, and Ni, it is straightforward

to consider that it is FM, constituting the disordered FM state that undergoes the FM transition at TCz

390 K. The Co-Cr-Fe A2 nanoparticles (of about 6% vol. fraction), on the other hand, contain the AFM

element Cr and the two FM elements Co and Fe so that the interspin interactions are mixed FM/AFM. In

view of the core-shell structure of the nanoparticles, the thin CoFe-rich shells of about 2 nm thickness are

FM, while the Co-Cr-Fe nanoparticle cores are ASPM. This is indicated schematically in the BF-STEM image

shown in Figure 5D.

Considering the total magnetization of the ACCFN material at low temperatures, it contains a large

FM component originating from the B2 matrix, the A2 nanoparticle shells, and the FM fraction of the

ASPM state developed within the A2 nanoparticle cores, while the AFM fraction of the ASPM

state gives riseto a tiny AFM component in the total magnetization. This kind of structure of the total magne-

tization is best observed experimentally in the low-temperatureMðHÞ curves, which can be written as a sum

Figure 5. Thermoremanent magnetization of the ACCFN material and schematic distributions of the exchange-

coupling constants

(A) Thermoremanent magnetization (TRM) time-decay curves at different measurement temperatures Tm between 200

and 5 K (values indicated in the graph). Cooling was performed in a magnetic field m0Hc = 0.5 mT, and the aging time of

tw = 1 h was employed at each Tm prior to cutting the field to zero.

(B and C) Schematic presentation of the distribution function of the exchange coupling constants PðJ Þ for a disordered

ferromagnet and an asperomagnet (the AFM part of the distribution is colored green).

(D) BF-STEM image of the ACCFN material, indicating schematically the ferromagnetic Al-Co-Fe-Ni B2 matrix, the

asperomagnetic core of the Co-Cr-Fe A2 nanoparticle, and the thin ferromagnetic CoFe-rich nanoparticle shell.
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M = MFM +MAFM = M0LðxÞ+m0kH. The FM part of the magnetization can be conveniently modeled by

the Langevin function LðxÞ= coth x � 1=x with x =m0mH=kBT (andM0 is the saturation magnetization), which

reproduces the overall MðHÞ dependence well but cannot account for the hysteresis. The Langevin model

assumes that the groupmagnetic moment m is a classical vector that can assume any value (m/N), account-

ing for the large effective magnetic moments of the FM clusters. For large x (obtained for large m and/or low

temperature T ), the Lðx/NÞ saturates to a horizontal plateau. The AFM part of the magnetization is linear

inH up to the highest field, and the slope of the linearMðHÞ line is determined by the AFM susceptibility m0k.

At large magnetic fields H, the total magnetization M =MFM +MAFM consequently saturates to a linear

behavior due to the presence of the AFM component.

The above model was used to fit the MðHÞ curve at T = 1.8 K, shown in Figure 4B. A reasonable fit (solid

black curve, denoted by ‘‘fit’’) was obtained with the fit parameters M0 = 65 Am2kg�1, m= (520 G 40) mB

and k = (0.98 G 0.17) Am2kg�1T�1. The FM component of the fit only, M0LðxÞ, is shown by a dashed

red curve (denoted by L, standing for Langevin), demonstrating that the experimental data saturate to

a linear behavior in the high-field regime. This confirms the existence of a small AFM component in

the total magnetization (and hence the ASPM state) in the ACCFN HEA. Here, the analysis of the

MðHÞ curve measured at the lowest temperature of 1.8 K is essential because the Langevin function of

the FM component then saturates to a horizontal plateau already at a relatively small x value and the

linear behavior observed for magnetic fields m0HR 1.5 T is determined solely by the AFM magnetization

component.

ASPM spin ordering is known in the context of amorphous magnets.24 Asperomagnets are considered to

be a subclass of a broad class of spin glasses that encompass a wide range of magnetically diluted and

concentrated systems, randomly site-disordered crystalline or amorphous materials, and site-ordered but

geometrically frustrated spin lattices.21 Spin glasses are generally frustrated spin systems because no spin

configuration can satisfy all bonds and minimize the energy at the same time. Frustration results in an

ergodicity break below a certain ‘‘spin-freezing’’ temperature Tf , where at T<Tf the spin system is no

more in the thermodynamic limit, but the experimentally observable physical quantities become time

dependent, determined by the observation time window of the employed experimental technique.21,22

Ergodicity breaking is a consequence of a very broad spectrum of spin fluctuation times that extend

from microscopic up to macroscopic times, such as days or years (depending on the temperature). Typical

experimentally observable broken-ergodicity phenomena below Tf in frustrated spin systems are (i) a

continuously growing difference between the fc and zfc dc magnetizations upon cooling, where Mfc is

constant below Tf , while Mzfc decreases toward zero, (ii) a frequency-dependent ac susceptibility c0ðnÞ,
and (iii) remanence of the spin system, with logarithmically slow time decay of the thermoremanent

magnetization.26–33 The above broken-ergodicity phenomena have indeed been observed in the

ACCFN HEA below 15 K in the temperature-dependent Mzfc and Mfc dc magnetizations (Figure 3A),

the MðHÞ hysteresis curves (Figure 4C), the low-temperature ac susceptibility (Figure 3D), and the TRM

time decays (Figure 5A), confirming that the ASPM state in the ACCFN HEA is magnetically frustrated

and undergoes an ergodic-nonergodic spin-freezing transition at Tfz 15 K. The ASPM state develops

below Tf inside the A2 nanoparticle cores, owing to their nanostructured character (small spin domains,

as described in the chapter on material description and characterization) with mixed AFM/FM competing

interactions. The nanoparticle shells are very likely FM already at higher temperatures, but it is not

possible to claim this unambiguously from the present experiments because their contribution to the total

FM magnetization is masked by the much stronger FM contribution from the B2 matrix. The disordered

FM state of the B2 matrix is not frustrated and remains ergodic in the entire investigated temperature

range (the measured physical quantities do not depend on the experimental time window of the em-

ployed measurement technique), owing to the much larger FM-ordered spin domains that are stable

against thermal reorientations.

Conclusions

The investigated Al28Co20Cr11Fe15Ni26 single-crystalline HEA is a nanostructured magnetic material, con-

sisting of A2 nanoparticles of rather uniform size with an average diameter of 64 nm, chemical composition

Co19Cr56Fe25, and about 6% volume fraction, embedded in a B2 matrix of composition Al28Co25Fe15Ni32
with about 94% volume fraction. Quite generally, the nanoparticles start showing size-specific physical

properties that are different from those of a bulk material at diameters typically below about 20 nm.12

The A2 nanoparticle sizes in the ACCFN material are just at the boundary between a nanomaterial and a
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bulk material, but due to further clustering of the elements on the nm scale within the nanoparticles, they

behave as true nanomagnetic objects.

The decomposition of the material into two structural entities, the B2 matrix and the A2 nanoparticles that

both contain magnetic 3d elements, raises the question whether themagnetic state of the ACCFNHEA can

be described as a single collective spin state, where the spins of the two entities are strongly coupled

across the B2–A2 boundaries, or the magnetic state should be considered as an inhomogeneous mixture

of two different, more or less independent states. For a single collective state, the magnetic state of the B2

matrix would influence the magnetic ordering within the nanoparticles (and vice versa), whereas in the case

of an inhomogeneous mixture of the magnetic states, the magnetic order within each structural entity

would develop independently, without significant ‘‘cross talk’’ to the other entity. The analysis of our results

efficiently explains the formation of the FM state in the matrix and the ASPM state in the nanoparticles by

considering predominantly the chemical composition and the type of magnetic 3d elements (FM or AFM)

present in each entity, which is equivalent to treating the formation of the two states independent from

each other. Consequently, the bulk magnetic state of the ACCFN HEA is best described as a spatially inho-

mogeneousmixture of the disordered FM state of the B2matrix and the ASPM state of the A2 nanoparticles

that are more or less independent from each other. The ASPM order in the nanoparticles is magnetically

frustrated, resembling a spin glass, while the FM order in the matrix is of conventional type for disordered

ferromagnets.

Limitations of the study

Our TEM EDS elemental mapping has identified and confirmed the core-shell structure of the A2 nanopar-

ticles. Magnetic measurements have revealed that the nanoparticle cores with composition Co-Cr-Fe order

asperomagnetically, which follows the expectations due to the presence of two FM elements (Co and Fe)

and one antiferromagnetic element (Cr). The nanoparticle shells are strongly enriched in the two ferromag-

netic elements Co and Fe, so they are expected to be ferromagnetic. This could not be verified experimen-

tally by the employed bulk magnetization measurement methods due to the presence of a much stronger

FM signal from the B2 Al-Co-Fe-Ni matrix.
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND STUDY PARTICIPANT DETAILS

Our study does not use experimental models typical in the life sciences.

METHOD DETAILS

Synthesis of the material

The material was synthesized by first producing an ingot of average composition Al28Co20Cr11Fe15Ni26 (in

at.%) in a high-frequency levitation furnace, which was then used as a melt for the Czochralski monocrystal

growth from a heterogeneous tungsten seed under 650 mbar Ar atmosphere at a pulling rate of 1 mm/h.

Due to the near-equilibrium nature of the Czochralski method (the crystal is inherently thermally annealed

for several hours during slow pulling), the material was well equilibrated. The crystal consisted of several

grains of an average volume about 1 mm3.

XRD and TEM EDS characterization

The XRD diffraction pattern was recorded using PANalytical X’Pert PRO MPD X-ray powder diffractometer

equipped with a primary monochromator, delivering pure Cu Ka1 radiation (l= 1.54056 Å) and a

128-channel position-sensitive silicon multi-strip detector.

The HAADF-STEM images, EDS elemental maps and elemental concentration line profiles were

obtained by a Cs-corrected Jeol ARM 200 CF STEM microscope equipped with an SDD Jeol Centurio

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

Aluminum rod, 6N Mateck B03HP500

Cobalt 3N5 Johnson Matthey

Alfa Aesar

635115

010454

Chromium 5N Keppels -

Iron 4N pieces Chempur 902379

Nickel 4N5 rod

4N5 wire

MRC

Alfa Aesar

20-101GNI00001000

10928
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energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometer. The operating voltage was set to 200 kV. The lamella for the STEM

investigations was prepared by the FIB Helios NanoLab NL650 FEI dual-beam system using gallium ions.

Magnetic measurements

Magnetic measurements were conducted on a Quantum Design MPMS3 SQUID magnetometer equipped

with a 7-T magnet, operating at temperatures between 1.8 and 400 K. The TRM experiments were per-

formed with the copper AC/ULF coil in the MPMS3 magnetometer to ensure the highest level of repeat-

ability and accuracy. A needle-like sample of approximate dimensions 0.4 3 0.8 3 5.5 mm3 was used in

the magnetic measurements, with the long dimension aligned along the magnetic field to reduce the

demagnetization effects. In the measurement of the MðHÞ isothermal magnetization loops presented in

Figure 4, two corrections were applied: (i) a correction for the remanent field of the superconducting mag-

net that was performed by measuring a pure Pd sample with the same measurement sequence and (ii) a

correction for the demagnetizing field, so that the horizontal axis on the graphs represents the internal

magnetic field H in the material and not the externally applied field Ha (using H = Ha � NM, where N is

the demagnetizing tensor). The principal components N a, N b, and N c of the demagnetizing tensor for

a general ellipsoid with major axes a, b, c (where c is the longest axis) were calculated from Equations

16–20 of,39 where the N a;b;c values depend only on the ratios ta = c=a and tb = c=b.

SinceN a andN b are obtained fromN c by a proper rotation of the ta and tb parameters, we give here only

the value N c = 0.02.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

The mean value and standard deviation of the nanoparticles’ diameters given in the material description

and characterization section were determined by a statistical analysis of 200 nanoparticles visible in the

HAADF-STEM image of Figure 1A. The EDS-determined chemical composition of the A2 nanoparticles

is a mean valuemeasured over 20 nanoparticles, while the EDS composition of the B2matrix is a mean value

measured over a set of 20 randomly spaced points in the matrix. All elemental concentrations were

rounded to the closest integers.
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